JUNE COSMETIC
SPECIALS
FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL

Once injected, Radiesse Volumizing Filler plumps the skin and
gives back volume lost over time for a more refreshed look.
Results last up to 12 months.

Dysport relaxes those forehead "worry lines" and
"crows feet" around the eyes keeping a natural, but
refreshed look.

Buy 2 syringes of Radiesse for $995
(save $395)

Buy 2 syringes of Radiesse and 70 units of Dysport for $1295
(save $445)

NOW OFFERING DERMAPLANING
IN OUR FARIBAULT CLINIC!
Try Dermaplaning with Kristen, our Lead Aesthetician in
Faribault, for a gentle exfoliation that leaves your skin smooth
and better prepared for your advanced skincare products.

Dermaplaning is safe for all skin types and as a side benefit,
temporarily takes care of light vellus hair (peach fuzz) on the
face allowing your skincare to work better and makeup to go on
smoother. It is also a great option for those who want an
advanced exfoliation but may not be a candidate for a chemical
peel or microdermabrasion.
Single treatment for $95
-orBuy 3 treatments for $250

BUY 3 AND GET THE NECK
FOR FREE!
SkinPen, or Microneedling, promotes collagen production to soften
fine lines and wrinkles, improve pore size, minimize scarring and
provide overall healthier skin.

Before & after 1 SkinPen microneedling treatment
Purchase a series of 3 SkinPen treatments for your full face at $1100
and we will treat your neck for FREE! ($750 value)

CURIOUS ABOUT TATTOO
REMOVAL?
This month you can try it before you buy it with our one time
one price for any tattoo up to 6x6 inches in size. Our state
of the art Enlighten Laser can remove tattoos of any color
and size with its multiple wavelengths.

Before, first, second and third laser tattoo removal treatment
Try 1 laser tattoo removal treatment for only $175 to experience the
procedure first hand (up to $450 value) up to 6x6 inch in size

